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Ultimate control over light entails the capability of crafting its field waveform. Here, we detail the
technological advances that have recently permitted the synthesis of light transients confinable to less
than a single oscillation of its carrier wave and the precise attosecond tailoring of their fields. Our
work opens the door to light field based control of electrons on the atomic, molecular, and mesoscopic
scales. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4758310]

I. INTRODUCTION

Light, as a tool, has revolutionized the way we ex-
plore and control the microcosm. By manipulating its time-
averaged properties, modern microscopes or spectroscopic
devices operating in the visible, the near infrared, the ultra-
violet, or the x-ray range of the electromagnetic spectrum can
now attain a resolution fine enough to explore the structure
of matter with exquisite detail: down to the level of single
molecules and atoms. Light is also a key tool for the study and
manipulation of dynamical phenomena of the microcosm if
its control is extended to the temporal domain. Groundbreak-
ing achievements in chronoscopy, spanning from the pioneer-
ing experiments of Abraham and Lemoine—in which electric
spark-induced incoherent flashes of light were used to explore
the Kerr response of matter1—to the most innovative stud-
ies and applications enabled by the use of ultrashort coherent
laser pulses,2 such as phenomena pertaining to molecular ro-
tation, or the motion of atoms inside molecules or solids,3, 4 or
even phenomena induced by electronic motions in atoms and
molecules,5–9 have unambiguously led to the conclusion that
the finer the degree of control over the temporal properties of
light, the higher is the attainable resolution for tracing or driv-
ing dynamical processes in the microcosm. Indeed, over the
last 50 years the temporal resolution afforded by laser tech-
nology has advanced through 12 orders of magnitude from
the microsecond to the attosecond time scale.

Restricting the emission of incoherent light bursts—via
an electrically induced spark—to a roughly predefined time
interval (Fig. 1(a)) is, in a sense, the precursor of modern
temporal control of light, with the accuracy of this confine-
ment roughly equal to the time it takes an electric discharge
through a dilute gas in order to create a light flash. The inven-
tion of coherent light sources, the lasers,2 sparked the devel-
opment of more generic and sophisticated types of temporal
control of light. One of the most popular techniques is pulse
shaping and deals with the “on-demand” tailoring of cycle-
averaged properties of a light pulse (Fig. 1(b)), such as the
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temporal intensity profile (envelope) or the carrier frequency
sweep across it (chirp). Pulse shaping has been extensively ex-
ercised on picosecond10 and femtosecond scales.11 In its most
basic guise, it can be realized by tuning the temporal profile
of a pulse using a prism-based12 or grating-based13 compres-
sion module, which is designed to adjust the chirp within a
range of predefined settings that depend upon geometrical or
dispersive properties—i.e. the distance between two prisms or
the type of material composing them. Moreover, a more elab-
orate adjustment of the above properties is possible through
the use of femtosecond pulse shapers. These devices exploit
spatial light modulators14–16 or acousto-optic programmable
dispersive filters17 in order to tune the spectral phase or the
amplitude of a pulse (Fig. 1(b)), allowing to craft nearly arbi-
trary patterns on its temporal profile or even its polarization
state.18 Shaped pulses have been of fundamental importance
for the practical implementation of quantum control19, 20 of
matter: the exploitation of interference phenomena in the time
and the frequency domain in order to guide the evolution of
vibrational and rotational wavepackets in complex molecular
systems and to steer chemical reactions to predefined paths or
products.21–23

The control of cycle-integrated quantities of laser pulses
attainable by the techniques of pulse shaping is still a sub-
set of what can possibly be regarded as the ultimate control
of classical light which is the direct tailoring of its instan-
taneous field vector through the precise sculpting and mea-
surement (briefly: the synthesis) of its subcycle temporal pro-
file. Steps in this direction have required the advancement of
pulsed light’s coherence properties to a new level to ensure
that laser light pulses are produced with identical field char-
acteristics. Specifically, even though trains of pulses emerging
from modern lasers have nearly identical spectral density and
phase, they suffer a pulse-to-pulse phase drift of their field
carrier with respect to their intensity envelope φCE. Sources
of this “carrier-envelope incoherence” are both the phase drift
resulting from the difference in the group and the phase ve-
locity of pulses in a laser oscillator due to material dispersion,
as well as external noise.24 Essential steps towards light field
control include the measurement25 of φCE as well as its pre-
cise adjustment.26–31 State-of-the-art waveform stabilization
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FIG. 1. Evolution of temporal control of light. Arrows denote the dynami-
cal properties under control. (a) Confinement of light to incoherent flashes.
(b) Femtosecond pulse shaping: control of cycle-integrated quantities of
a light waveform. (c) Carrier envelope phase control of few-cycle pulses.
(d) Subfemtosecond tailoring of light transients.

techniques have recently reduced the carrier envelope phase
noise between consecutive pulses in a train to be lower than
∼30 mrad.30

The adjustment of φCE can profoundly influence the sub-
cycle evolution of the pulse (Fig. 1(c))—manifested by the
controlled variation of the relative instantaneous intensity of
adjacent field crests—as long as the envelope of the pulse
varies quickly in relation to the field oscillations. This con-
dition is easily fulfilled with pulses of a duration ∼5 fs or
shorter carried at the near infrared range (λ0 ∼ 800 nm, T0

∼ 2.66 fs). The difference between group and phase velocity
of a pulse transmitted through a medium can be used to con-
trol or introduce the required offset φCE. A carrier envelope
phase shift of ∼π /2, for instance, requires the adjustment of
the optical path of the pulse in fused silica by ∼14.5 μm as-
suming a carrier wavelength of λ0 = 800 nm. This is typically
possible using a pair of translatable wedges or a thin rotating
optical slab inserted into the beam.

The amplification of φCE-controlled few-cycle pulses to
the terawatt power scale32 opened the way to driving elec-
tronic processes with the field of light and has greatly influ-
enced the advancement of attosecond science throughout its
first decade. A detailed account of these achievements can
be found in Ref. 33. Some of the most influential of these
advances include the generation and measurement of EUV
attosecond pulses,8, 32, 34 the direct characterization of light

fields,35 the direct tracing of inner7 and valence shell elec-
tronic wavepackets,9 ionization dynamics of atoms,36 electron
dynamics in molecular processes,37, 38 and the electron trans-
port in solids.39

The precise adjustment of the carrier-envelope phase off-
set in few-cycle pulses offers an effective but still limited con-
trol knob for tuning the subcycle properties of light. More-
over, implementation of φCE control relies on independent
pulse compression strategies which so far work effectively for
pulses with spectra spanning less than an optical octave. This
imposes considerable limitations on the capability of con-
trolling the field evolution of a pulse with subcycle or even
attosecond precision as the latter requires control over super-
octave light sources with pulse-to-pulse reproducible wave-
forms. This work aims at giving a detailed account of the
technologies and techniques that have recently enabled the
synthesis and subfemtosecond control of non-periodic super-
octave light transients40 spanning over more than 1.5 octaves
in the visible (VIS), the near infrared (NIR), and ultraviolet
(UV) ranges.

Previously, important results towards superoctave field
synthesis could be attained only via the technique of molec-
ular modulations.41–46 This approach has recently permitted
the subcycle shaping of optical fields via the superposition
of quasi-monochromatic waves in the infrared and visible
ranges.47 Although these periodic waveforms are particularly
important for advancing electronics to PHz frequencies, time-
domain access to electronic phenomena calls for the temporal
confinement of the sculpted waveform to a single cycle or just
a few oscillation cycles. Non-repeatable waveforms of light
synthesized by superoctave bandwidth are referred to as light
transients (Fig. 1(d)). Recent experiments have paved the way
towards this goal48–52 but they have not yet achieved subcycle
field measurement nor on-demand tailoring.

The paper is organized as follows: Section I introduces
the principles of light field synthesis and enlists the necessary
advancements in light technologies that supply the synthesis
of light transients. Section II A introduces the light filed syn-
thesis principle. Section II B details the properties of the co-
herent super-octave light source used in the experiments. The
technology of the central apparatus of this work—the light
field synthesizer—is discussed in Sec. II C. Sections II D–II G
present the alignment and metrology techniques that afford
systematic characterization of the properties of the synthe-
sizer as well as passive and active interferometric stabilization
schemes. Section III A discusses the attosecond metrology
apparatus that enables the complete characterization of gen-
erated light transients based on the streaking technique.8, 35

Sections III B–III C discuss attosecond sampling and control
of the synthesized waveforms. The paper concludes by out-
lining current and future implications of light field synthesis
in modern ultrafast science and technology.

II. ELEMENTS OF LIGHT FIELD SYNTHESIS

A. Light synthesis principles: From femtosecond
pulse shaping to subcycle tailoring of light transients

The concept of light field synthesis is schematically il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. Key elements include (i) a coherent light
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FIG. 2. Principles of light field synthesis. (a) A light synthesizer is used to decompose a broadband light source into its constituent wavepackets. Upon the
parallel modulation of their properties such as the relative phase (delay) or intensity the wavepackets are coherently superimposed to create a light waveform at
the exit of the synthesizer (b) that can be sampled by an appropriate apparatus (c).

source (ii) a synthesizer apparatus and (iii) a device for tem-
poral characterization of light waveforms. The spectrum of
broadband pulses Ẽ(ω) emerging from the source is decom-
posed by the synthesizer apparatus into several—spectrally
narrower—optical wavepackets Ẽn(ω), each of them of a
width �ωn carried at a central frequency ωn. A light wave-
form of a prescribed field structure can be synthesized by
the coherent spatial and temporal superposition of these
wavepackets, following the parallel adjustment of their prop-
erties, such as their relative phases, field intensities, or polar-
ization vectors. Since we achieve time-domain control via the
manipulation of properties of (�ω > ω0) a light waveform
in the spectral (Fourier) domain, the approach is also referred
to as Fourier synthesis. According to the mathematical prin-
ciples of Fourier synthesis, essential parameters pertaining to,
and characterizing a synthesized waveform are the temporal
resolution and the time aperture.11

The first refers to the shortest temporal feature δt that can
be sculpted upon the light waveform. This resolution is sim-
ply inversely proportional to the total bandwidth �ω occupied
by the spectrum: δt = 2π /�ω. Now if �ω is comparable to
the central (centroid) frequency ω0, the envelope may vary
significantly during a single field cycle, giving rise to the pos-
sibility of tailoring the sub-cycle structure of the waveform.
φCE controlled light pulses briefly mentioned in the previous
paragraphs are some of the most prominent manifestations of
this capability. For coherent sources having spectra of super-
octave bandwidth and are substantially broader than their cen-
troid frequency ω0 the field waveform can be sculpted with a
precision that is nearing a half-field cycle. This is implying
attosecond resolution if the source is centered on the visible
part of the spectrum and/or its flanking ranges. The second
parameter is the so called “time aperture” T which describes

the temporal window within which control of the properties of
a light waveform can be exercised by a synthesizer, T is pro-
portional to the inverse bandwidth �ωn of a single constituent
channel En(ω).

Light synthesis is experimentally complete with the char-
acterization of the temporal profile of the generated waveform
at the exit of the synthesizer or, preferably, in the experimen-
tal apparatus in which the waveform is being used for studies.
The retrieved information can be, in turn, used as a reference
for on-demand tailoring of a subsequent light waveform by
the synthesizer. In the superoctave realm of light control, it
is often questioned if quantities normally used to characterize
ultrashort pulses, such as the pulse cycle-averaged envelope
or the carrier frequency ω0 (here, the centroid frequency), are
meaningful at all. They certainly preserve their mathemati-
cal rigor, as these are quantities that can be derived for any
analytical signal. However, they are in fact less useful in de-
scribing the entire set of properties of the field-sculpted light
waveforms. In this article, we will nonetheless occasionally
use these conventional quantities in order to facilitate com-
parison of the presented developments with previous efforts
in the field of ultrafast science. However, note that the light
transients will be best described by their directly measured
electric field in any case.

Now, what are the appropriate methods for generating
ultrawideband pulses, spectrally dividing them to their con-
stituent wavepackets, manipulating their properties, coher-
ently superimposing them and last but not least, complet-
ing the synthesis by temporally characterizing the crafted
waveform at the exit of the apparatus? There may not nec-
essarily exist a generic answer to this broad question. The
choice of these methods is actually dictated by the en-
visaged applications which are intrinsically linked to the
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TABLE I. Properties/capabilities of light waveforms in the pulse shaping and field synthesis realms of
light control.

Properties Pulse shaping Field synthesis

Representative microscopic scale
of study

Atomic time scale Electronic time scale

Spectral bandwidth <1 optical octave ≥1 optical octave
Temporal resolution Tens of femtoseconds Subfemtosecond
Field reproducibility No Yes
Precision Femtosecond Attosecond
Time aperture Picoseconds Femtoseconds
Dispersion control Generic (prism, grating compressors) Superoctave dispersion control
Power level ∼GW scale ∼PW scale
Light metrology Pulse envelope sensitive Field sensitive

simultaneous requirements for the resolution δt, the time aper-
ture T, the strength of the exerted fields, and the complexity
of the final waveform. Our efforts in the area of light control
are motivated by the desire to trigger, control, and drive the
evolution of attosecond/few-femtosecond electron dynamics
on the nanometer scale, and thence derive further tools and
applications.53 In order to attain this fine degree of resolution
the light waveforms must be tailored with subcycle precision.
On the other hand, for this resolution to be effective in exper-
iments, the light pulses must feature the same field waveform
(to attosecond precision) from pulse to pulse, and they shall be
sufficiently intense to exert forces on valence electrons resid-
ing in atoms, molecules, or solids which are commensurable
in strength to the forces that keep electrons bounded in these
systems.

The above prerequisites can be fulfilled by a signifi-
cant extension/advancement of the state-of-the-art of mod-
ern light technologies. Firstly, the development of coher-
ent, broadband, intense, light sources that span well over
super octave bandwidths is essential. This requirement fur-
ther implies nearly uniform spectral intensities, typically bet-
ter than ∼30 dB, to ensure a descent contribution of the
weakest spectral components in tailoring the field shape.
Whereas this condition is fulfilled by the technique of molecu-
lar modulations42, 46 it has been so far possible only for spectra
consisting of discrete modes, implying a periodic generation
of the light transients which may compromise their useful-
ness in time-resolved measurements. Secondly, light synthe-
sizers, equipped with the corresponding superoctave spectral
response and dispersion control, and exhibiting a high dam-
age threshold of their optical components, must be developed.
For instance, a light transient synthesized around the borders
of the visible and infrared part of the spectrum (∼750 nm)
would require optical elements with efficient and damage-free
operation from the deep ultraviolet (DUV) to the NIR. In the
absence of superoctave pulse compression techniques, disper-
sion control of the broadband pulses must also be integrated
into the synthesizer apparatus. These conditions can hardly
be fulfilled by the spectral scaling of pulse shapers. Finally,
as the attosecond-scale properties of a waveform and its on-
demand synthesis now become central, temporal character-
ization methods capable of sampling its instantaneous field
rather than just its cycle-integrated properties—previously

made possible by techniques like second and/or higher order
autocorrelation,54 frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG),
and the spectral shear interferometry for direct electric field
reconstruction (SPIDER) technique55–58—are now indispens-
able. Fortunately, direct field sampling methods are readily
available as standard tools in attosecond science and are based
on the attosecond streaking approach.35

Table I summarizes and compares key proper-
ties/capabilities of light waveforms for the pulse shaping and
the field synthesis realms of light pulse control. A possibly
less demanding aspect in field synthesis of intense light tran-
sients for electronic control, to be recognized here, is the time
aperture T or the spectral resolution needed to characterize
a transient, at least at a level of first applications. Indeed, as
electron dynamics typically evolve within hundreds to few
thousands of attoseconds, it is implied that a time aperture T
of a few femtoseconds might already be sufficient for a broad
scope of electronic processes to be studied and controlled.
For the visible range, such a time aperture is compatible to
a subdivision of the bandwidth of the coherent source to
only 2–3 spectral channels per optical octave. This condition
may not hold however if different types of control involve
the manipulation of different types of dynamics (electronic,
vibrational, rotation, etc.) at the same time.

Other than illustrating the basic principles of light field
synthesis, Fig. 2 outlines current and future generations of
light control in relation to the bandwidth under manipulation
and highlights subcycle synthesis for one optical octave as
well as half-cycle synthesis and attosecond synthesis for two
optical octaves and beyond.

B. Superoctave, intense light source

The importance of intense coherent sources of light
in the implementation of field synthesis has been empha-
sized in Sec. II A. To comply with the stringent require-
ments imposed in this regard, we have opted to spectrally
broaden the intense femtosecond light pulses by having
them nonlinearly propagate in a gas-filled hollow-core glass
waveguide.59 This approach comprises one of the most effec-
tive ingredients of modern pulse compression strategies. In-
deed, intense octave-spanning light supercontinua generated
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FIG. 3. Superoctave light source in the visible and flanking ranges. (a) Supercontinuum generation in a Ne-filled hollow-core fiber pressurized at ∼3.5 bar.
(b) The generated supercontinuum is spanning over more than two optical octaves (∼0.8 PHz or ∼3.3 eV) with nearly uniform intensity (∼20–30 dB). The light
beam exits the hollow fiber chamber through a thin UV-grade fused silica window placed at the Brewster’s angle to ensure broadband transmission.

with this technique60, 61 and their compression by dispersive
mirrors62, 63 has given rise to the generation of pulses with
durations down to ∼1.5 cycles of the carrier wave. In this
scheme, the Kerr nonlinearity is the dominant spectral broad-
ening mechanism,64 responsible for self-phase modulation
in the pulse propagating through the gas. Further nonlinear
processes,64 such as shock-front formation65 across the inten-
sity envelope of the propagating pulse or four-wave-mixing
involving remote spectral components in the spectrum of the
gradually broadened pulse in the fiber, have also been identi-
fied to play a key role in extending the generated supercontin-
uum to the near and deep ultraviolet at nearly uniform spectral
intensities.66

In our apparatus, we have implemented the above scheme
by focusing (f ∼ 1.8 m) pulses produced by a commercial
Ti:Sa laser/amplifier system—with a duration of ∼25 fs, and
a pulse energy of >800 μJ, a spectral width of ∼70 nm
and a central wavelength of λ0 ∼ 780 nm, at the entrance
(d = 250 μm) of a neon-filled hollow core fiber (∼1.1 m)
mounted inside a capillary. To activate excessive nonlinear-
ity, based on the above mentioned mechanisms, we have ad-
justed the Ne gas pressure inside the hollow core67 waveguide
to ∼3.0–4.0 bar. The resulting spectrum spans more than two
optical octaves—extending from the IR to the DUV (specifi-
cally, from about 1100 nm to 270 nm)—and with nearly uni-
form intensity (∼20 dB), exit the capillary through a thin
(∼0.5 mm) UV-grade fused silica window which is mounted
at Brewster’s angle (∼780 nm) on the chamber to pro-
vide efficient transmission over a broad spectral range. This
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3(b). The energy carried by the
supercontinuum pulses is ∼450 μJ–implying a >56% trans-
mission through the waveguide with an excellent beam profile
(Fig. 3(a)) and pulse to pulse energy stability (<1% normal-

ized rms). The φCE of the generated supercontinuum pulses is
controlled via (i) a fast measurement and control loop (kHz)
scheme installed at the exit of the Ti:Sa oscillator68 as well
as by (ii) a second “slow” (tens of Hz) control loop, based on
a compact f-2f interferometer67 placed at the exit of the hol-
low core fiber to measure and compensate for CE phase drifts
accumulated during amplification and/or nonlinear broaden-
ing of the pulses. The second f-2f interferometer is seeded
by a weak portion (<0.2%) of the generated supercontinuum
pulses emerging from the hollow core fiber. The pulse to pulse
φCE stability was better than 100 mrad (rms). The divergent
beam exiting the capillary is re-collimated to a diameter of
∼9 mm by a spherical silver-coated mirror (f = 87.5 cm) in-
stalled downstream from the source and is guided to the field
synthesizer via two additional reflections on flat silver-coated
mirrors.

It is important to note at this point that the efficient trans-
portation of the generated superoctave pulses requires op-
tics with high reflectivity/transmission from the UV to the
IR. For the experiments presented here, we have opted for
silver-coated mirrors as a reasonable compromise between
the highly reflective in the NIR for gold-coated and in the
DUV for aluminium-coated optics. However, as the technolo-
gies presented in this paper are aimed towards ever shorter
wavelengths, the challenge of identifying methods of broad-
band light transportation will need to be addressed with more
radical approaches.

C. Light field synthesizer apparatus

Based on the concepts discussed in Sec. II A, the pro-
totypical light field synthesizer presented here (Fig. 4) and
originally proposed in Ref. 54 is based on the broadband
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic representation of a prototypical three-channel super-
octave light field synthesizer. DBS, dichroic beamsplitters; CM, chirped mir-
rors. (b) Photograph (perspective) of the light field synthesizer in operation.
(The constituent channels have been visualized by scanning a transparent film
through their beams whilst the shutter of the camera is set to an exposure of
several seconds.) (c) Top view of the apparatus.

division53 of the supercontinuum spectra of Fig. 3(b) into
three bands (henceforth: constituent channels), ChNIR (700–
1100 nnm), ChVIS (500 nm–700 nm), and ChVIS-UV (350 nm–
500 nm), by custom designed chirped dichroic beamsplitters
(DBSs) and their subsequent interferometric spatiotemporal
superposition—using the same type of beamsplitters—to syn-
thesize a field waveform at the exit of the apparatus. The the-
oretical spectral response of the DBS’s is detailed in Fig. 5(a).
Positive dispersion introduced by the apparatus is minimized
by manufacturing dichroic beam splitters on ultrathin fused
silica substrates (1 mm or 2 mm) as well as by optimizing the
geometrical design of the apparatus so as to reduce the optical
path of each channel to ∼54 cm. The constituent channels of
the synthesizer are ordered with respect to the inverse of their
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FIG. 5. Dichroic beamsplitters (a) simulated reflectivity of the dichroic
beamsplitters (DBSUV-VIS and DBSVIS-NIR). (b) Photograph of DBSUV-VIS
and DBSVIS-NIR in action. (c) Simulated transmission of the individual chan-
nels of the optical field synthesizer. Blue (orange) line includes the reflectivity
of two DBSUV-VIS (DBSVIS-NIR) and six chirped mirrors CMVIS-UV (CMVIS),
whereas the red curve shows the calculated transmission based on six CMNIR.

carrier frequency, that is, pulses in ChVIS-UV break away from
the incoming beam before those of ChVIS and pulses in ChVIS

before those of ChNIR. This design strategy is highly impor-
tant as it minimizes phase distortions of the short wavelength
spectral components of the supercontinuum pulses, which are
most susceptible to dispersion, while at the same time re-
ducing the complexity (to the benefit of performance) of the
DBS’s as they must handle narrower spectra as the beam ad-
vances into the apparatus. As a case in point, DBSVIS-NIR is
designed to manipulate a narrower bandwidth as compared
to DBSUV-VIS. This strategy may also have important conse-
quences for the scalability of the apparatus presented here to-
wards the deep and vacuum ultraviolet in the years to come.

All constituent pulses of the synthesizer are temporally
compressed by six dispersive (chirped) mirrors which are in-
troduced into the beam path of the corresponding channel.
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These are CMNIR for the range (700 nm–1100 nm), CMVIS

(500 nm–700 nm) and CMVIS-UV (350 nm–500 nm). Owing
to the considerably reduced spectral bandwidth (∼1/2 oc-
tave) per channel—as compared to near octave bandwidths
which are central in modern developments in dispersive mir-
rors technology63—high reflectivity (Fig. 5(a)) and overall
transmission (Fig. 5(c)) through the apparatus are, in princi-
ple, attainable as suggested by these theoretical curves. In re-
ality, the contrast of the spectral partition is somewhat lower
than designed, especially around the spectral borders of ad-
jacent channels giving rise to a reduced overall transmission
through the synthesizer, of the order of ∼83%. The transmis-
sion per optical channel is ChNIR ∼ 85%, ChVIS ∼ 74%, and
ChVIS-UV ∼ 57%. The synthesized field transients at the exit of
the synthesizer carry an energy of ∼300 μJ distributed among
the three channels as (ChNIR ∼ 250 μJ, ChVIS ∼ 36 μJ, and
ChVIS-UV ∼ 14 μJ).

A pair of movable, thin, fused silica wedges (apex: 2◦48′,
30 × 20 mm) introduced in the beam path of the individual
channels—at the Brewster angle of each band to ensure mini-
mal losses—are used to fine-tune the dispersion as well as the
φCE of the constituent pulses. In the majority of the planned or
already demonstrated69, 70 applications of these technologies,
synthesized transients are being formed/used at the focus of
a beam, therefore we have opted for control of the relative
intensities among constituent channels by the simple intro-
duction of an adjustable iris in the beam path of each chan-
nel (Fig. 4(a)). To adjust the relative phase between pulses
in different channels, a pair of mirrors in the path of each
constituent channel is mounted upon a translation unit com-
prising (a) a manually adjustable translation stage (precision
∼10 μm) and (b) a piezoelectric translational stage. The first
stage permits a coarse adjustment of the optical paths in each
channel simultaneously, while finer adjustments of the indi-
vidual channels with the necessary attosecond precision are
enabled by the piezoelectric units. With N-1 channels under
optical path control in an N-channel synthesizer, these degrees
of freedom can be completely explored. In the implementa-
tion presented here, rough optical path adjustment is possible
for all optical channels while fine resolution (via piezoelectric
stages) is implemented only for ChVIS-UV, and ChNIR.

D. Temporal characterization and compression
of pulses in the constituent channels

For the temporal characterization of the pulses in indi-
vidual ChVIS-UV, ChVIS, and ChNIR, a compact, transient grat-
ing (TG) based FROG apparatus69 has been employed. In the
transient grating beam geometry, signal pulses are generated
at the same wavelength range as the pulses under character-
ization, and therefore it is a highly suitable geometry for the
development of a generic characterization apparatus, operat-
ing equally well in the infrared, the visible and the deep ultra-
violet part of the spectrum. This capability is essential here as
pulses in all channels can be characterized without any modi-
fication or replacement of the measuring device. To minimize
additional dispersion introduced in the device, we have opted
for an all-reflective implementation of the TG concept. The
device is schematically illustrated in Fig. 8(a) as it has been

additionally used here as a tool for the temporal synchroniza-
tion of the constituent channels. More details can be found in
a previous work61 where a variation (self-diffraction instead
of transient grating) of the apparatus has been used for the
characterization of few-cycle pulses in the deep ultraviolet.61

For their optimal temporal compression, the spectral
phases of the pulses in each channel have been retrieved by
FROG measurements (Fig. 6(b)). The measurements are per-
formed initially in the absence of dispersive mirrors. Instead,
silver or aluminum mirrors are installed in their dedicated po-
sitions. In a next step, the retrieved spectral phases are used as
a target for the design of the dispersive mirrors70 of each chan-
nel. To allow flexible dispersion control, we have opted for
dispersive mirror designs capable of dealing with the spectral
phase introduced to all pulses by roughly ∼4 m of air plus
3–4 mm of fused silica. Such an optical propagation has
required the realization of dispersive mirrors that are able
to compensate approximately –75 fs2 per reflection for the
chirped mirrors of ChVIS-UV, –70 fs2 for ChVIS, and –70 fs2

for ChNIR. A more detailed account on the details of the op-
tical coatings and their characterization is out of the scope of
this presentation and is detailed elsewhere.71 With the disper-
sion in each channel optimized, FROG spectrograms recorded
at the exit of the apparatus, and the corresponding, retrieved
temporal intensity profiles and phases of the ChNIR, ChVIS and
ChVIS-UV pulses are given in Fig. 6(c). The FWHM of their
temporal intensity profile measurement of individual channels
are τCh(NIR) = 7.9 fs, τCh(VIS) = 5.5 fs, and τCh(VIS-UV) = 5.5 fs.
These agree well with the bandwidth-limited durations of
τCh(NIR) = 6.8 fs, τCh(VIS) = 5 fs, and τCh(VIS-UV) = 4.5 fs.

E. Spatial and temporal superposition of the
constituent fields

Synthesis of light fields based upon the coherent superpo-
sition of polychromatic pulses calls for a precise spatial and
temporal overlap between these pulses. Wavefront matching
of the pulses at any point along the propagation axis requires
their beams to have the same divergence. This is hardly pos-
sible if their beams are transmitted or reflected by various
different optical elements which can arbitrarily affect their
wavefront, such as beamsplitters, mirrors, thin wedges etc. In
particular, deformations induced by the coating strain of the
dichroic beamsplitters can severely affect the beam proper-
ties. To put this into perspective, for the dichroic beamsplitters
employed in our apparatus, a radius of curvature f ∼ −10 m is
typically induced by the deposition of the dielectric coatings.
To mitigate the effect of these deformations, broadband an-
tireflection coatings—deposited at the rear side of each beam-
splitter in order to minimize the losses of the transmitted
pulses—are optimized to thicknesses comparable to that of
the dielectric coating, DBSUV–VIS (4.4 μm) and DBSVIS-NIR

(4.7 μm), which is deposited at the front side. This procedure
creates a balance between the strain forces exerted at both
faces of the dichroic mirror and results in a rough correc-
tion of the deformation. For finer adjustments, a more elab-
orate scheme has been implemented. It is based on the me-
chanical adjustment/adaptation of the radius of curvature of a
thin (originally flat) mirror installed in the beam path of the
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FIG. 6. (a) Spectra of pulses in the constituent channels of the synthesizer are shown in red for ChNIR (700 nm to 1100 nm), yellow for ChVIS (500 nm to
700 nm), and blue for ChVIS-UV (350 nm to 500 nm). The black line corresponds to the spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b). Here it is shown for comparison. Insets
show photographs of the beam profiles of the individual channels taken at the exit of the apparatus. (b) TG-FROG traces recorded for the ChNIR, ChVIS, and
ChVIS-UV pulses, respectively and (c) the retrieved temporal intensity (solid lines) and phase (dashed curves) profiles of the respective pulses. The thin black
lines depict the intensity profiles of the corresponding bandwidth-limited pulses, with FWHM durations of τCh(NIR) = 6.8 fs, τCh(VIS) = 5 fs, and τCh(VIS-UV)
= 4.5 fs.

constituent channels (Fig. 7). The adjustment module
(Fig. 7(c)) is based on the action of a micrometric actuator
attached upon the rear side of the mirror. Adjustment of the
divergence of a beam, within this scheme, results in a dis-
placement of the focal point (here, the center of the confocal
parameter) along the propagation axis.

The previous discussion pinpoints the importance of
gaining access into the spatial properties of the constituent
beams at the exit of the apparatus. As a vast majority of ap-
plications will employ focusing of the light transients in or-
der to attain high intensities, it is particularly interesting to
explore their spatial properties within the Rayleigh range of
the focused beam. To this end, we have installed and used
a spherical mirror at the exit of the synthesizer, with a fo-
cal length f = 40 cm chosen to simulate the focusing con-
ditions of the beams of the synthesized transients in the ex-
perimental apparatus detailed in Sec. III A. In particular, we

have monitored the focal properties of all constituent pulses
by a CCD-based beam profiler mounted on a linear motorized
stage, translatable along the Rayleigh range of the focused
beam. Fig. 7(a) features focal profiles sampled at the beam
waist of each constituent channel while Fig. 7(b) shows the
variation of the effective beam size (at 1/e2, averages diame-
ters in x and in y axis) along the Rayleigh range. The focal
spot sizes of all three constituent beams are quite comparable
(aChVIS−UV = 60 μm, aChVIS = 75 μm, aChNIR = 65 μm) primar-
ily due to presence of aberrations on the beams of ChVIS-UV

and ChVIS, which are reflected off two dichroic beamsplitters
each. The spatial profile of ChNIR is virtually unaffected as the
beam path in this channel is comprised only of dispersive
mirrors. Most importantly, a considerable longitudinal dis-
placement of the focal spot of ChVIS suggests aberrations not
corrected by the balancing antireflection coating. Corrections
implemented by the adjustment of the beam divergence of
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FIG. 7. Spatial superposition of the constituent beams in the field synthe-
sizer (a) beam profiles for pulses in ChVIS-UV, ChVIS, and ChNIR in the fo-
cus of a (f = 40 cm) spherical mirror placed at the exit of the apparatus.
The corresponding effective beam diameters are: (ChVIS-UV = 60 μm, ChVIS
= 75 μm, ChNiR = 65 μm) (b) Tracing the focal profile of ChNIR (red line),
ChVIS (orange line), and ChVIS-UV (blue line) by sampling their beam sizes
through their confocal parameters. (c) Module for beam divergence control
based on the adjustment of the curvature of a thin mirror installed in the beam
path of ChVIS. The micrometric screw has a resolution of 300 μm/revolution.
(d) Focal profiles of the beams of the three channels after optimizing the di-
vergence of ChVIS with the module presented in (c).

ChVIS by our module are shown in Fig. 7(d) and yield sat-
isfactory overlap of the foci.

The same experimental setup is also being used for the
accurate lateral and angular alignment between beams of the
constituent channels. Their overlap in the focal plane ensures
their angular alignment whereas the lateral alignment can be
achieved by their spatial superposition at the exit aperture of
the synthesizer.

F. Temporal synchronization

For the rough temporal synchronization of the constituent
pulses in the light field synthesizer, we have utilized the
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FIG. 8. Temporal synchronization of the constituent channels in the field
synthesizer. (a) Schematic of the transient grating FROG apparatus. The in-
put beam is divided into three identical beams via a spatial input mask.
The three beams are in turn focused by a split concave mirror to a thin
(∼100 μm) fused silica crystal that acts as the nonlinear medium. A piezo-
electric actuator attached on one of the two D-shaped segments of the split
mirror is used to introduce a delay with nanometric precision. The χ (3) non-
linearity of the process yields signal pulses considerably broader in compari-
son to the original pulses and results in spectral fringes at the spectral borders
of adjacent channels and reveals a delay of several tens of femtoseconds be-
tween these channels (b) or temporal overlap to yield a single spectral fringe
upon adjustment of the optical paths (c).

transient grating FROG apparatus introduced in Sec. II D,
but with a different functionality. In particular, we have ex-
ploited the third order χ (3) nonlinearity of the transient grat-
ing scheme (Fig. 8(a)) to derive signal pulses by each con-
stituent channel, which are spectrally broader as compared to
their driver pulse. Hence, although the spectra of the pulses in
these channels virtually do not overlap, see, for example, the
spectral partitions in Fig. 6(a), interference between their con-
siderably broader nonlinear signal pulses offers a convenient
way to trace their relative delays via the principles of spectral
interferometry as illustrated in Fig. 8(b), and to adjust it close
to zero—yielding a reduced number of spectral fringes or a
single fringe as shown in Fig. 8(c).

G. Passive and active path-length stabilization

In order to ensure long-term stability and reproducibil-
ity of the properties of the synthesized light transient—of
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paramount importance for its reliable application to high pre-
cision attosecond and high field experiments—we have opted
for both passive as well as active path length stabilization
for the synthesizer apparatus. The three-arm interferometer
of Fig. 4(a) has been realized as a quasi-monolithic setup
in which the mounts that host the optical components are
directly attached to a thermally stabilized, casted aluminum
baseplate enclosed into an aluminum housing that protects the
optical setup against air fluctuations. Thermal stabilization is
achieved by water flow through the volume of the baseplate.
The temperature of the water is stabilized at 19 ◦C by a water
cooler with an accuracy of ∼0.1 ◦C.

In order to ensure robustness against long term drifts
(which are not compensated for by the passive stabilization),
an active stabilization scheme has been additionally imple-
mented. This scheme exploits two key features of the exper-
imental apparatus: (a) the superoctave source suffers a small
degree (∼1%–2%) of de-polarization, giving rise to S polar-
ized components despite that the superoctave source is opti-
mized for P polarization, and (b) that each constituent channel
in the synthesizer exhibits a wider spectral transmission for
its S rather than for its P polarization components, although
at very limited efficiency and dispersion control. These fea-
tures enable, respectively, (a) the spectral overlap between S
and P polarized spectral components from a channel and its
adjacent ones, and (b) the introduction of additional group de-
lay (typically tens to hundreds of femtosecond here) between
them, given that the phase properties for S and P polariza-
tion are different in dielectric optics at non-normal incidence.
For the use of spectral interferometry as a method to trace
and control the timing between pulses in adjacent channels,
the latter is essential because it permits the generation of sev-
eral fringes in the area of spectra overlap between these bands
event though the P components are perfectly synchronized.
Such a delay can be introduced alternatively by calcite plates.

To detect spectral interference and to trace the relative
delay between the pulses in different channels, a thin pelli-
cle is used to route a small fraction (∼2.5%) of the broad-
band beam—through a Glan-Thomson polarizer—to the
entrance of a fiber spectrometer (Fig. 9(a)). Because the Glan-
Thomson polarizer projects S-polarized and P-polarized com-
ponents of adjacent channels on the same axis, and adjusts
their relative amplitude depending on its angle, it can enable
their spectral interference. Spectral fringes recorded between
pulses of ChVIS-UV and ChVIS as well as ChVIS and ChNIR are
shown in Fig. 9(b). Once the two beams are brought to in-
terference, spectral interferometry can be used to derive the
relative delays between pulses in adjacent channels.

In order to compensate for the detected drifts in the opti-
cal paths among different channels, a computer program is
used to analyze the recorded spectra in real-time, such as
those of Fig. 9(b), and to accordingly adjust the position of the
piezoelectric translational stage in each channel such as to sta-
bilize their relative optical length. Phase drifts between pulses
in ChVIS-UV and ChVIS, as well as between pulses in ChVIS and
ChNIR are shown in Fig. 9(c) over a period of ∼1 h. The stan-
dard deviation of the phase drift between ChVIS-UV and ChVIS

is ∼π /30 and that between ChVIS and ChNIR is ∼π /60. Thanks
to the efficiency of the passive stabilization scheme referred
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FIG. 9. Active interferometric stabilization of the light field synthesizer.
(a) A Glan-Thomson polarizer projects P and S polarized spectral compo-
nents from adjacent channels on a common axis to generate spectral interfer-
ence fringes recorded by the fiber spectrometer. (b) Interference fringes be-
tween channels ChVIS-UV and ChVIS (blue line) as well as ChVIS and ChNIR
(red line) when the constituent pulses of the synthesizer are temporally over-
lapped at the exit of the synthesizer. (c) Phase drift between (ChVIS-UV and
ChVIS) and (ChVIS and ChNIR) with the feedback loop turned on. The stan-
dard deviation of the phase drift between ChVIS-UV and ChVIS is ∼π /30 and
ChVIS and ChNIR is ∼π /60. (d) Corresponding delay compensated for in
ChVIS-UV and ChNIR to yield the results of (c).

to earlier, the active stabilization module is expected to cor-
rect drifts at mHz rates only—i.e., delay adjustments once ev-
ery few seconds. These are typically sufficient to attain long-
term stability over a couple of hours, rendering the execution
of complex high precision experiments feasible. Fig. 9(d) in-
dicates the adjustment of the optical path in attoseconds for
ChVIS-UV and ChNIR. The nearly random variation of the op-
tical path pinpoints the importance of active stabilization for
the long term operation of the apparatus.

III. COMPLETING THE SYNTHESIS: MEASUREMENT
AND CONTROL OF LIGHT TRANSIENTS

Subcycle light transients constitute ideal tools for ex-
ploring field-driven nonlinear optical and electronic phenom-
ena but, as alluded to earlier, their synthesis necessitates
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direct field characterization of their waveforms. Furthermore,
the spatiotemporal transformations of light fields propagating
through dispersive media and/or wavefront shaping elements,
such as focusing mirrors or apertures, render their properties
unique at each point along their propagation axis. Such trans-
formations have a considerably high impact on super-octave
light transients. To give an idea of the fragility of these wave-
forms, a propagation length of 10 cm in air is sufficient to in-
duce a relative delay of ∼7 fs between pulses in ChVIS-UV and
ChNIR. Understandably, such a delay of the order of magni-
tude of the pulse duration greatly affects the temporal profile
of these transients. Even in lieu of dispersive elements, for
instance, in experiments taking place in vacuum, focusing a
polychromatic field will still result in complex spatiotemporal
transformations of the waveform due to the frequency depen-
dence of the Gouy phase or more general diffractive effects. In
view of these considerations, any robust field characterization
needs to take place at the exact point where a light transient is
to be exploited in experiments.

A. Attosecond streaking

For the complete characterization of light transients gen-
erated by our field synthesizer, we have opted to use attosec-
ond streaking.8, 35, 38 This technique bears close analogy to
electro optical sampling used to trace THz transients,72 and
it is based on the employment of a short extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) attosecond pulse as a probe to sample the electric field
of a light wave. At the same time, as optical fields evolve on
a sub-fs time scale, the technique offers the potential of gain-
ing access to the temporal structure of the attosecond pulse.
Here, we give a brief introduction to the principles of the tech-
nique and in particular its field sampling perspective, as it is
critically important for completing light field synthesis. The
basic idea employed by attosecond streaking for probing the
instantaneous value of a temporally varying field ETR(t) is to
measure the momentum �p(�r, tr ) shift (Fig. 10(a)), imparted
to an electron e released into the field at a location �r and
time tr, which is given by �p(�r, tr ) = −e

∫ ∞
tr

ET R(�r, t ′) dt ′

and is directly linked to the instantaneous value of the vector
potential of the field ET R(�r, tr ) , as �p(�r, t) = −e AT R(�r, t).
This relation implies that recording the momentum change
�p(�r, t) suffered by electrons that are released at consecu-
tive instances t permits reconstruction of the temporal profile
of ET R(�r, t) where ET R(�r, t) = −∂tAT R(�r, t). In attosecond
streaking, the above considerations are put into practice by
exploiting the photoionization of atoms in the presence of the
transient. Single-photon ionization is generated by EUV sub-
femtosecond pulses which are focused, along with the light
transient to be sampled, into an atomic gas jet. To sample the
field of the transients, the delay between the two pulses is var-
ied in steps that are shorter than half of the oscillating period
of the highest frequency in the transient, in order to comply
with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. As an attosec-
ond burst has a finite pulse length, electrons are not set free
within infinitesimally short time intervals. Instead, their pho-
toemission is spread in time to form a wavepacket. Under cer-
tain conditions, e.g., in the absence of atomic resonances,73

the temporal profile of the photoelectron wavepacket follows
that of the EUV attosecond pulse. If the photoelectron release
time interval (sub-fs) is commensurable or preferably shorter
than the characteristic time of variation of the light field (for
visible light a half oscillation period is ∼1 fs), the momen-
tum of the released wavepackets, which will undergo shifts
that follow the vector potential of the field (as can be inferred
from Eq. (1)), will also suffer more complex deformations de-
pending on the temporal structure of the attosecond pulse.74, 75

A series of electron spectra recorded as a function of the delay
between the light transient and the attosecond pulse is referred
to as a streaking spectrogram. In the years that followed the
first demonstration of the concept5, 8, 9 and its proliferation to
other laboratories,38, 76, 77 various techniques have been devel-
oped to evaluate streaking spectrograms. Some of the most
prominent of these treat the spectrogram with reconstruction
algorithms originally developed for FROG.78 Here, the sub-
cycle variation of the light field serves as an attosecond phase
gate to capture the transient properties of the photoemission
and therewith those of the attosecond pulse.74, 75 Typically,
these methods reconstruct the spectrogram based on a numer-
ical algorithm, offering access to both the pulse and the gate.
Within the context of attosecond streaking, the former is the
attosecond pulse field while the latter contains the field of the
light transient.79 In the experiments presented next, we have
explored ATTOGRAM80 to reconstruct the temporal dynam-
ics of our attosecond pulses. Of course, for the reconstruction
of the fields of the synthesized transients only, an application
of the FROG method is not necessary. Thus we have opted for
a simplified, but equally accurate and more direct method dis-
cussed in Sec. III B which offers very prompt access into the
field profile of the transient and enables on-demand feedback
to the synthesizer.

In our experiments, the setup that incorporates the above
ideas is depicted in Fig. 10(b). Light transients generated by
our field synthesizer apparatus are focused (f ∼ 40 cm) into a
quasistatic gas cell filled with Ne (p ∼ 200 mbar), yielding a
peak intensity of ITR ∼ 1014 W/cm2. Here, the nonlinear inter-
action leads to the generation of extreme ultraviolet radiation
by means of high-order harmonic generation.81 The gas cell,
as well as the rest of the experimental setup discussed hence-
forth, is fully realized in vacuum,67 in which the synthesized
transients enter through a 0.5 mm thin UV-grade fused silica
Brewster window.

Nearly diffraction-limited EUV pulses emerging
collinearly to the driving radiation are transmitted through
a disc-like Zirconium (Zr) foil (thickness of ∼150 nm)
mounted on a thin nitrocellulose pellicle (∼15 μm), while the
driving radiation, which also travels through the gas cell, is
transmitted around the margins of the Zr disc and through the
thin pellicle to create an annular beam. A module comprised
of a concave multilayer coated inner mirror, and an aluminum
coated concave annular sector (outer mirror) of the same
focal length (f = 12.5 cm), is used to focus EUV pulses
and light transients, respectively, into a second Ne gas to
implement the streaking technique. The profiles of the beams
of the three channels at the place of characterization are
monitored by imaging the focus on a CCD camera through a
broadband achromatic lens.
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FIG. 10. Attosecond streaking technique and its basic elements. (a) Principles of attosecond light sampling based on the attosecond streaking technique. A
synthesized light transient ETR(t), along with a synchronized attosecond EUV pulse, is focused into an atomic gas target. The EUV pulse knocks electrons
free by photoionization at an instance tr. The field of light ETR(t > tr) then imparts a momentum change �p(tr) (black arrows) to the freed electrons, which
scales as the instantaneous value of the vector potential ATR (tr) at the moment of release tr. The momentum change �p(tr) is recorded by an electron time-of-
flight detector, placed along the direction of the linearly polarized ETR(t). (b) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for sampling synthesized light field
transients (see text for details). (c) Retrieved temporal intensity profile and spectral phase of the EUV pulse. (d) The beam profiles of the constituent channels
on the focal plane on which synthesis and temporal characterization of light transients is been performed.

A time of flight electron spectrometer with a spectral res-
olution finer than 1% of the electron kinetic energy is used
to collect electrons released along the EUV pulse polariza-
tion vector. The multilayer mirror coating, together with the
high pass Zr filter, comprises a band pass filter of width
�E ∼ 13 eV centered at E0 ∼ 82 eV that lies close to the
cutoff energy of the EUV radiation generated at the source
Ec ∼ 95 eV. The inner mirror is attached to a piezoelectric
stage that allows the introduction of a delay between the light
field transient and the EUV attosecond pulse with nanomet-
ric precision. A controllable iris is used to adjust the energy
transported by the beam of the light transient from the level
of few microjoules (adequate for streaking) to that of several
tens of microjoules for strong field attosecond experiments,
offering a dynamic range over several orders of magnitude,
from <1012 W/cm2 to ∼1015 W/cm2.

Streaking measurements are typically performed at 1012

W/cm2 to avoid strong-field ionization of the atom by the
transient. Fig. 10(d) shows representative beam profiles of
the constituent channels on the focal plane of the double
mirror module, on which synthesis and temporal characteri-
zation of light transients is performed. A representative tem-
poral profile of an attosecond pulse retrieved from streak-
ing spectrograms that are presented in detail later in this
paper reveals a pulse duration of ∼188 as (Fig. 10(c)).
This is substantially shorter than the half-optical cycle
corresponding to the highest frequency of our transient

(∼0.6 fs) and ensures aliasing-free sampling of the field
transients.

B. Retrieval of the field waveforms

As light transients are the centerpiece of this study, we
do not require the complex machinery afforded by FROG-
type reconstruction algorithms. In order to fully characterize
the light transients, a simplified,82 considerably faster (sec-
onds) and less noise-sensitive, but equally accurate retrieval
method is sufficient. This method is based on the evalua-
tion of the first moments (centroids) of the streaked photo-
electron spectra as a function of the time delay between the
EUV and synthesized transient fields. This approach facili-
tates real-time retrieval and feedback to the synthesizer appa-
ratus, which is essential for the on-demand synthesis of light
fields detailed in Sec. III C. The light transients characterized
by this method agree with those of the detailed FROG analysis
of the streaking spectrogram. The basic underlying assump-
tion in this approach is that the attosecond pulse is shorter
than a half-cycle of the light transient, which is accurate
down to wavelengths of ∼120 nm for the measurements pre-
sented here. First, the attosecond EUV pulse can be modeled
as: EEUV (t) = |EEUV (t)| exp[i(ωEUV t + ϕ(t))] where ωEUV

is the central EUV frequency and ϕ(t) contains higher-order
temporal phase variations (chirp). Such an EUV pulse ionizes
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the atom, say with ionization energy W, by launching photo-
electron trajectories in a continuum permeated by a laser field
at various moments t. These trajectories end at the detector
with a final kinetic energy EK(t), which is given (in atomic
units ¯ = a0 = 4πε0 = me = 1) by

EK (t) =
(√

E0 + ϕ̇(t) − 1√
2
AT R(t)

)2

≈ E0 − p0AT R(t) + 1

2
A2

T R(t) +
(

1 − AT R(t)

p0

)
ϕ̇(t),

(1)

with p0 = √
2E0, and E0 = ωEUV − W .

Since the variations in the attosecond pulse’s instanta-
neous frequency, represented by ϕ̇(t), are small compared to
its central frequency ωEUV , the final term on the rightmost-
hand side of Eq. (1) is negligible. This implies that the center
of the streaked photoelectron spectrum is insensitive to the
phase of the attosecond pulse. Moreover, if the attosecond
pulse is shorter than a half-cycle of the laser field, the cen-
tral energy ES of the streaked photoelectron spectrum is well
approximated by ES ≈ EK(tr), where tr is the central time of
the attosecond pulse. This allows for a direct evaluation of the
vector potential ATR(t), which in turn yields the complete time
dependence of the synthesized waveform’s electric field

ET R(t) = −∂tAT R(t).

Details on the numerical implementation of the algorithm
are given in Appendix A.

C. Measurement and on-demand synthesis
of field waveforms

In our prototypical scheme presented here, field synthesis
and measurement are partially linked, as the EUV attosecond
pulses are spawned by the synthesized transient at the first
gas jet of Fig. 10(b) before being used to sample its driver
field at the second gas nozzle. While the coupling between
the transient and attosecond pulse fields is not a necessity—
these two processes can, in principle, be separated by a mod-
ified experimental arrangement—the current implementation
features an important advantage for achieving attosecond tim-
ing between the constituent channels of the field synthesizer.
In particular, the relative timing of the constituent channels
can be adjusted to maximize the EUV emission. To this end,
a back-illuminated CCD camera placed downstream from the
EUV source is used to record the flux of EUV radiation trans-
mitted through an approximately ∼1 μm thick Zr foil. The
Zr foil allows the transmission of photons with energies ex-
ceeding ∼70 eV up to the cutoff energy Ec which was ad-
justed to approximately 95–100 eV. Fig. 11(a) depicts streak-
ing spectrograms of a field waveform recorded following the
adjustment of the relative phases (delays) between pulses
in ChNIR-ChVIS and ChVIS-ChUV-VIS, respectively, to maxi-
mize the EUV photon yield generated in the first gas cell of
Fig. 10(b). Each photoelectron spectrum in the spectrogram
is integrated over ∼9000 laser shots while the delay has been
varied in steps of τ ∼ 200 as. The effect of shot-to-shot in-
tensity fluctuations (despite at a <1% level), which inevitably
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FIG. 11. (a)–(c) Streaking spectrograms of a synthesized light transient sam-
pled sequentially over a period of >1 h. (d) The corresponding retrieved elec-
tric field waveforms in comparison. The rms discrepancy between the sam-
pled field waveforms is less than 0.09, suggesting excellent reproducibility of
the synthesized fields. (e) The instantaneous intensity profiles of one of the
waveforms shown in (d) further corroborate the extreme temporal confine-
ment of the generated transients. In brackets, instantaneous intensities of the
field crests normalized to that of the most intense field crest.

affect the total number of counts per photoelectron spectrum
within the ∼3 s of its acquisition, is eliminated by normal-
izing each sampled spectrum of the spectrogram to its in-
tegral. This procedure allows us to reveal the details of the
spectrogram in the false color representation but has no influ-
ence on the analysis presented in Sec. III B. Detailed analysis
of the attosecond properties of the EUV pulses is, however,
performed without this normalization.34, 83 With the relative
phases between the constituent channels of the apparatus
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locked—based on the methodology discussed in Sec. II G—
we recorded a series of streaking spectrograms in order to in-
vestigate (i) the stability of the synthesized waveforms over
long time periods and (ii) their physical properties. A first
spectrogram recorded is shown in Fig. 11(a). Next, the sam-
pling process is repeated twice, yielding the streaking spec-
trograms shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). The acquisition time
for each spectrogram was approximately 20 min, implying a
total acquisition time of >1 h. The retrieved field waveforms
from the spectrograms in Figs. 11(a)–11(c) are plotted in
Fig. 11(d) for comparison. A simple inspection of the
recorded traces and their retrieved waveforms affords the con-
clusion that the synthesized transients retain exceptional sta-
bility and reproducibility for long periods. To put this more
into perspective, the rms field difference84 between these tran-
sients is only 0.09 on a ±15 fs window, which demonstrates
the robustness of the technique. This stability is an essen-
tial prerequisite both for the detailed study and control of
the transients, as well as their reliable use in high precision
experiments.

Moreover, Fig. 11(d) reveals fine details of the tempo-
ral subcycle evolution of the field waveform and its extreme
temporal confinement which can be inferred by the dramatic
intensity contrast of 40% (Fig. 11(e)) between adjacent field
half-cycles, revealing the subcycle nature of the transient.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the estimation of the
fraction of energy of the transient enclosed into single intense
field half-cycle, yielding more than 35%.

Each light transient recorded by our apparatus can be
used as a reference to access the detailed properties of the
field synthesizer at a certain time. These include the pulse
properties in each individual channel, and their relative phases
(or delays). To evaluate these parameters from a reference
waveform, as shown in Fig. 12(b), band-pass filtering con-
strained to the spectral margins of each channel is performed
(Fig. 12(c)). Remarkably, some of the pulse properties of the
individual channels extracted via this methodology (τCh(NIR)

= 7.3 fs, τCh(VIS) = 5.5 fs, and τCh(VIS-UV) = 4.5 fs) agree well
with those retrieved with the FROG measurements presented
in Sec. II D. Knowing these parameters, on-demand synthe-
sis of a subsequent waveform can be performed through their
appropriate adjustment. As an example, Fig. 12(e) shows a
waveform that could be synthesized, on demand, by the ad-
justment of the relative phases of ChVIS-UV by π /2 and of
ChNIR by ∼π .

Figure 13 demonstrates how these ideas are applied
practically for the subcycle control of light transients. The
electric fields (red lines, middle column) and instantaneous
intensities (right column) are derived from the correspond-
ing streaking spectrograms (left column). The light transient
shown in Fig. 13(a) is set here as the reference. Field tran-
sients in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) are synthesized by delaying
ChVIS-UV in steps of π /4 (∼200 as) with respect to the refer-
ence waveform in (a). The field waveform in (d) is generated
by delaying ChVIS-UV by −π /2 to reproduce the reference of
Fig. 13(a). Black lines in Figs. 13(b) to 13(c) correspond to
simulated waveforms calculated by the reference waveform
and by delaying ChVIS-UV by the corresponding amounts as
illustrated in Fig. 12, and by translating the time axis as de-
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FIG. 12. Designing a light transient. (a) Attosecond streaking spectrogram of
a reference transient and (b) its corresponding retrieved field. (c) Decompo-
sition of the retrieved field into its constituent channels reveals their detailed
properties including their durations (t1). By the adjustment of the relative
phases of ChVIS-UV by π /2 and of ChNIR by π , the design of a different
waveform is possible (d). (e) The corresponding changes in the parameter
space can be subsequently applied to the field synthesizer to synthesize the
light transients experimentally (cf. Fig. 13).

scribed in Appendix B. Fig. 13(e) shows a substantially more
complex, nonsinusoidal transient generated by adjusting the
φCE phases of all channels and the delay of ChNIR such that
the fields of the three constituent channels cancel each other at
the center of the synthesized waveform. Adjusting the delay
of ChNIR by ∼π results once again in a transient of sub-cycle
temporal confinement, in which the field of the most intense
field crest is pointing in the opposite direction compared to
the transient of Fig. 13(a).

The effect of these transformations on the instantaneous
intensity of the synthesized transients is revealed in Fig. 13
(right column). Delaying ChVIS-UV gradually transforms the
field into the highly asymmetric transient of Fig. 13(c), leav-
ing the temporal confinement of the waveform nearly unaf-
fected. The transient is led by its most intense half-cycle,
followed by field crests with gradually decreasing intensity-
–relative intensities normalized to the most intense half cy-
cle are shown in brackets—giving rise to a transient having a
leading edge of a sub-fs rise time. The waveform in Fig. 13(e)
reveals a transient for which the two most intense field crests
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FIG. 13. Subcycle synthesis of light transients and their control. (a) to (d) Attosecond streaking spectrograms composed by photoelectron spectra normalized
to their integral (left), the respective retrieved electric fields (red line), and the predicted field transients calculated from the previous light transient by applying
the delay introduced experimentally (black line). The predicted theoretical electric fields are in good agreement with the measured electric field (middle) and
instantaneous intensity (right). In brackets, instantaneous intensities of the field crests normalized to that of the most intense field crest. From (a) to (b) ChVIS-UV
delayed by 200 as (∼π /4) with respect to the ChVIS and ChNIR, from (b) to (c) ChVIS-UV delayed by an additional 200 as (∼π /4), from (c) to (d) ChVIS-UV set
to have the same relative delay setting with the other channels as in the original light transient (a). (d) Relative delays and φCE’s of the individual channels are
adjusted so as to create a complex nonsinusoidal transient with a field minimum in between them. (e) ChNIR is delayed by 1.45 fs (∼π ).

of which are separated by ∼4.5 fs and a virtually annihilated
half cycle in its middle.

Next, we set out to derive a few conventional properties
of our light transients that could also facilitate their compar-
ison to other developments in ultrafast science. Based on the
methodology discussed in Appendix A, we derive the inten-
sity envelope of the transient shown in Fig. 14(b). The inten-
sity envelope is shown in Fig. 14(c). The analysis yields a
FWHM pulse duration of ∼2.08 fs which constitutes, to our
knowledge, the shortest visible light pulse generated to date,
based on this broadly accepted definition of pulse duration.
The blue line corresponds to the Fourier limited intensity pro-
file. The comparison between the two profiles suggests that
a failure to perfectly compress the pulses in the constituent
channels of the synthesizer merely affects the temporal con-
finement of the synthesized light transients; it results in partial
energy redistribution into the pedestal of the transient. This
fact has important implications for the reproducible genera-
tion of subcycle transients on a day-to-day basis, as it sug-
gests that their synthesis will be possible even if the exact
conditions—for instance, the compression of the constituent
channels—are not perfectly reproduced.

Moreover, this analysis further justifies the term “sub-
cycle,” extensively used for the light transients in this text:
The term “subcycle” implies a comparison between a pulse’s
width to the period of its carrier wave. Following the anal-
ysis of Appendix A, the evaluated, carrier wavelength λc

= 710 nm corresponds to an oscillation period of Tc

= 2.34 fs. This is also in good agreement with that estimated
by the weighted averaged wavelength derived from the spec-
trum in Fig. 3(b) which is directly measured at the exit of the
synthesizer. Hence, the generated transients encompass only
0.88 cycles within the FWHM of their intensity profile.

IV. OUTLOOK

We have presented the technology of what we believe
to be a new realm in light control: the synthesis of sub-
cycle transients of the electromagnetic field and the attosec-
ond tailoring of its waveform. Whereas subcycle field synthe-
sis requires the manipulation of coherent, superoctave light
sources, its successful implementation is compatible with
the subdivision of this bandwidth into a limited number of
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ing ∼0.88 field cycles at the carrier wavelength of λ0 ∼ 710 nm compared to
the bandwidth limited profile (blue).

constituent spectral channels as long as dispersion affective
of the pulses in each of these channels is possible. The light
field synthesis concepts detailed in this work also affords scal-
ability over several more optical octaves by the introduction
of additional spectral channels in the deep and vacuum ultra-
violet, as well as in the infrared region of the spectrum, as
envisaged in Fig. 2.

Obviously this extension is critically linked to the devel-
opment of novel and efficient supercontinuum light sources
extending into these spectral ranges. The hollow-core fiber
based source presented here can support these efforts at least
down to the deep ultraviolet, as suggested by the spectra of
Fig. 3(b). Moreover, recent progress in the development of
superoctave VUV sources85 promise the extension of these
technologies into this demanding, but highly important part
of the spectrum. Furthermore, these advances will be sup-
ported by the recently established few-cycle pulse metrology
in this spectral range,61, 86–88 along with an important role
played by the development of light sources in the near and
mid-infrared.89 The simplicity of the light field synthesizer,
and the fact that it is based exclusively on dielectric optics
affords power scalability by simply increasing the size of the
optics in the apparatus to sustain synthesis of pulses in the
multiterawatt or pettawatt scales.
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FIG. 15. Instantaneous intensity profile of synthesized light transients appro-
priate for (a) triggering ultrafast dynamics by strong field ionization of atoms,
molecules or solids (b) coherent control of the creation of atomic coherences
or the encoding of digital information at individual half-cycles to transmit
and process information on the Pbit/s scale.

Subcycle tailoring of light transients opens new prospects
in ultrafast science. By exerting strong and precisely con-
trolled forces, they can advance attosecond control of elec-
tron motion in atoms, molecules or solids to another level.
By adjusting the field waveform to encompass a single, in-
tense, field half-cycle (Fig. 15(a)), strong field ionization of
atoms and molecules or other nanosystems can be restricted
to hundreds of attoseconds, enabling unprecedented accuracy
in triggering and clocking atomic scale phenomena such as
coherent ultrafast electronic superpositions. This possibility
has been recently verified by the attosecond all-optical strong-
field ionization of krypton atoms.40 On the other hand, al-
though the finest feature created on a waveform by conven-
tional terms is only linked to total bandwidth �ω of a tran-
sient, at the superoctave limit, the effective resolution can be
dramatically higher as indicated by the attosecond rise time
of the intensity profile of the light transient of Fig. 13(c) as
well as by the steep intensity variations between adjacent half-
cycles in nearly all light transients presented throughout the
paper.

Equally exciting are the envisaged applications of light
transients in molecular electronic control. Studies in proto-
typical molecules based upon φCE controlled pulses,37 as well
as numerous theoretical studies,90, 91 suggest new ways of
molecular control that could profoundly benefit from the use
of a controlled transient of light to steer the relevant dynamics.
Furthermore, superoctave transients may offer the possibility
of triggering electronic coherences (through their near ultra-
violet or eventually deep ultraviolet spectral components) as
well as to drive the excited complex valence shell wavepacket
dynamics with its strong NIR components. These applica-
tions clearly require the transient to be shaped with preci-
sion that goes beyond the limits of the carrier-envelope phase
schemes.

Light transients sculpted with subcycle accuracy also
hold great promise for attaining the ultimate limits in process-
ing and transportation of information in nanoscale circuitry—
an area in which some of the most prominent applications of
light control may be applied in the near future. The highest
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density of information that can be encoded into a propagat-
ing burst of light relates to the potential of tailoring (encod-
ing) the field as well as to characterizing it (decoding). Ul-
trafast technologies92 have given important examples of this
emerging capability via the control of the intensity profile
of picosecond pulses in order to encode bits of information
through the switching of temporal features within femtosec-
ond time intervals. Now, the subcycle synthesis of light tran-
sients unlocks the potential of extending this capability to its
ultimate limits: the encoding of digital information on light
transients through the real-time switching of specific half-
cycles in a light transient (Fig. 15(b)) at rates that exceed
1 Pbit/s. Extending synthesis technologies into the vacuum ul-
traviolet and/or the infrared will provide the adequate resolu-
tion to encode any potential sequence of bits well beyond the
simple illustrative example of Fig. 14(b). Once such a tran-
sient is exploited to trigger ultrafast dynamics on a nanoscale
system,93 such as a nanostructure or a nanowire, plasmon os-
cillations and their propagation can transport the encoded in-
formation on the field of the transient at light speeds, opening
up new vistas for extending the frontiers of modern electron-
ics and information processing technologies to the PHz realm.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL PROCEDURE FOR
EVALUATING THE FIELD OF A LIGHT TRANSIENT

The following is a description of the particular methods
we used for extracting the field transient waveforms from the
streaked spectra. First, the centroids of the spectra are evalu-
ated for each EUV-NIR delay, from which the vector poten-
tial ATR(t) is obtained by solving Eq. (1) (ignoring the last
term). The vector potential is then numerically differentiated,
giving the electric field ETR(t) = −∂ tATR(t) of the transient.
Since ATR(t) is relatively noisy after being extracted from the
streaked spectra, we compute its derivative in the frequency
domain:

∂tAT R(t) = 1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
iω H (ω) ÃT R(ω) e−iωt dω, (A1)

H (ω) = S

(
ω + 

δ

)
S

(
−ω − 
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)
, (A2)
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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1, 1/2 < x

, (A3)

where ÃT R(ω) is the Fourier transform of ATR(t). S(x) is a
smoothed step function that is thrice differentiable. We choose
the width of the spectral window,  = 0.5/�tmin , such that
temporal structure finer than �tmin = 0.5 fs is ignored upon
taking the derivative. After obtaining the time series ETR(t),
it is windowed in the time domain by H(t) to ensure that it
falls to zero at the edges of the overall temporal window.
This suppresses noise in the evaluated light transient spec-
trum, particularly around the high frequency edge. The (real)
time series for ETR(t) is then transformed into an analytic sig-
nal ET R(t) = 1√

2π

∫ ∞
−∞ �(ω)ẼT R(ω)e−iωtdω, where ẼT R(ω)

is the Fourier transform of ETR(t), and �(ω) is the Heav-
iside step function, thus removing the negative frequencies
from ETR(t). Following this procedure, the electric field is con-
verted from atomic units to V/m multiplying it by ¯2/me a

3
0 e,

from which the temporal intensity envelope and phase of the
waveform are evaluated and are given by cε0|ET R(t)|2 and
arg[ET R(t)], respectively. The transient’s (complex) spectrum
is then given by ST R(λ) = cε0

2λ2 |ẼT R(2πc/λ)|2ei arg[ẼT R(2πc/λ)],
where ẼT R(ω) is the Fourier transform of the analytical field.

APPENDIX B: TIME AXIS ADJUSTMENTS BETWEEN
CONSECUTIVELY SAMPLED LIGHT TRANSIENTS

According to the principles of high order harmonic gen-
eration, the timing of an attosecond burst and that of its driver
pulse are intimately related; in particular, the emission of the
attosecond burst is linked to the most intense field cycle of the
driver field. In our experiments, this implies that if two succes-
sively synthesized light transients have considerably differ-
ent field waveforms, a temporal offset associated to the above
mentioned timing may need to be compensated for, prior to
their comparison. The tools presented in Sec. II and in Ap-
pendix A offer this capability. In a first step, both waveforms
are decomposed into their constituent channels as shown in
Fig. 12(c). Because the fine timing of pulses in ChVIS is
not adjustable by our synthesizer apparatus—only the opti-
cal paths in ChVIS-UV and ChNIR can be finely adjusted—their
fields can be used to define an absolute time reference and
to adjust the temporal axes of successively synthesized light
transients with respect to each other. In particular, we tem-
porally translate the field of one of the two light transients
in order to overlap their ChVIS waveforms. Practically, this is
achieved at a relative delay that minimizes their rms differ-
ence. Adjustments up to 1.6 fs have been introduced in the
data shown in Fig. 13(e). The accuracy of this approach has
been verified by HHG simulations based on the Lewenstein
model and this methodology is quite universal. It can also be
used to compensate for other kinds drifts between the attosec-
ond probe and light transients in the measuring apparatus.
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